λ are denote principal elongations multiplicity. We assume that membrane's inner pressure is constant and the shell retains axial symmetry. The shell has a radius 0 r in the undeformed state ( Fig. 1, a) . The shell radius becomes 0 R under internal pressure (Fig. 1, b) . The process of aspiration is to create a negative pressure in the tube, causing part of the shell is drawn into the tube radius p r . At the initial stage, we assume that the shell is in contact with the tube only to coordinate line c s const  (Fig. 1, c) . The contact area is increases with a significantly membrane's penetration into the tube. Interaction occurs with the inner wall of the tube (Fig. 1, d ). Due to the fact that the shell has a convex shape, the penetration of the shell in the tube is already
at the initial time.
The process of aspiration can be controlled either by varying the pressure in the tube (Fig. 1, e) [1, 3] , or volume change in the tube (Fig. 1, f) [5] . In the latter case it is assumed that this is due to the movement of the piston inside the tube [5] .
At the first stage (weak aspiration (Fig. 1, c) ), shell can be divided into two areas: AC -area outside the micropipette, CB -area outside the micropipette. Then, shell's contact with micropipette grows into a contact area CD (strong aspiration Fig.1.d) , at a certain threshold pressure. In this case, the task is solved for three are-as: AC -area outside the micropipette, BD -area outside the micropipette, CDcontact area. 
Conclusion.
The mechanical properties of the membrane and the cell as a whole can be inferred by the response shell on the deformation process [1] . Therefore, we are interested in the dependence of the depth of shell's suction L and the parameters that create the aspiration conditions. Fig. 2 illustrates these dependences. Graph of L and pressure in pipette pip p is illustrated by dashed line -for the case when the negative pressure creates in micropipette (Fig. 1, e) . Solid line is illustrated the dependence L and U, in the case when the shell is aspirated due to piston movement U (Fig. 1, f) . 
